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1 Introduction
Layered depth image (LDI) is an efficient approach to represent three-dimensional (3-D)
objects with complex geometry for image-based rendering (IBR). LDI has already
presented as a useful tool for multi-texturing and IBR in MPEG-4 AFX CE A8 [1]. In AFX,
the functionality of LDI is mainly focused on texturing and rendering with depth. In this
document, we describe preliminary results for multi-view video coding using layered depth
image as an effort for MPEG-4 3DAV.

2 Conversion between Multi-view Video and Layered Depth Image
As we described in “Multi-view Video Coding using Layered Depth Image” [2], LDI
can be generated by warping multiple depth images into an LDI view. The first step of this
conversion is therefore to obtain depth images or depth maps from a multi-view video.
Since there are various kinds of multi-view video sequences, it is necessary to analyze the
properties of those data sets. After acquiring multiple depth images from various
viewpoints, we need to obtain camera parameters at each view position to perform 3-D
warping from the depth image to LDI.
There are two types of test video sources provided by MPEG-4 3DAV: dense and sparse
test sequences [3]. Among them, KDDI provides 6 dense sequences with two different
types of parallel camera configurations. ETH provides sparse 3-D video data with color,
shape, and depth [4]. Recently, Microsoft Research (MSR) provided two multi-view video
test sequences for 3DAV with some camera parameters [5][6]. In this document, we will
focus on the data sets from MSR. The characteristics of the various types of test sequences
are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of MPEG-4 3DAV test sequences: A: available, N/A: not available
Property
Camera Configuration
Intrinsic Camera
Parameters
Center of Projection, C
Projection Matrix, P
Depth
Disparity

KDDI
Parallel

Aquarium
1-D arc

X’mas
101 cameras

ETH-Zurich
Convergent

STMicroelectronics
Convergent

MSR
1-D arc

A

A

N/A

A

N/A

A

A
A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

A
A
A
N/A

A
A
N/A
N/A

A
A
A
N/A

MSR data includes a sequence of 100 images captured from eight cameras. Depth maps
computed from stereo matching are also included for each camera along with the
calibration parameters: intrinsic parameters, barrel distortion, and rotation matrix. In
addition, the depth range is provided. We depicted some of sample depth images from the
MSR data set in Fig. 1. As we can see in Fig. 1, depth images from MSR are more reliable
than those of KDDI [7], but they still have some artifacts and blurred portions in each
depth image.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Depth images from MSR (1024x768, 8 bpp): (a) Ballet, (b) Breakdancers
After analyzing the properties of those test data sets, we perform 3-D warping to
generate a single LDI using multiple depth images. We use the following incremental 3-D
warping equation, mentioned by Shade [8]
C1 = V1 ⋅ P1 ⋅ A1 , C2 = V2 ⋅ P2 ⋅ A2 , T1, 2 = C2 ⋅ C1−1 ,
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where V is the viewport matrix, P is the projection matrix, and A is the affine matrix. In
Fig. 2, we shows the camera configuration. We can generate a new view at C& 2 by 3-D
warping from the camera location C& . Finally, we can obtain the LDI frame by depth
1

comparison and thresholding [8].

Fig. 2. Camera configuration of 3-D warping

Each matrix of the incremental warping equation can be easily found in scenes
generated by computer graphics. The viewport matrix is computed from the image
resolution; the projection matrix is automatically determined by OpenGL according to the
orthogonal or perspective view; and the affine matrix is computed by the rotation and
translation matrix. However, it is difficult to calculate these matrices in the natural video
because the meanings of P and A are not defined clearly. We therefore use the given
camera matrix of the MPEG-4 3DAV test sequences instead of estimating each V, P, and
A matrix in the natural video.
As we already mentioned in “Framework for Multi-view Video Coding using Layered
Depth Image” [7], if we use the KDDI data sets as the natural video input, we need to
estimate the center of projection of a camera and the projection matrix P. Basis vectors are
then calculated using the estimated position of the camera and the matrix P. Disparity can
be computed by a stereo matching algorithm, and depth values are directly obtained from
disparity in the parallel camera configuration.
On the other hand, if we use the ETH-Zurich test sequence, we do not have to estimate
the center of projection and the projection matrix P; however, we need to compute the
disparity δ in the McMillan’s equation [9]. It is not a simple task to obtain the disparity
from the given depth because 16 cameras are not parallel, but convergent. The well-known
formula, d = bf/z, where d is disparity, b is baseline, f is focal length, and z is depth, cannot
be directly applied to calculate the disparity from the depth in the non-parallel camera
configuration.
Because of these reasons, we are now focusing on MSR test data sequences with the
incremental warping equation. In the original McMillan’s warping equation, there are
many parameters to be computed and the calculation of δ from depth is a difficult
problem. However, if we use the incremental warping equation, we can avoid those
problems and reduce the computational complexity for 3-D warping, which is well
described in the Shade’s paper [8].

3 Experimental Results and Analysis
After MPEG-4 3DAV test sequences have been released, there have been lots of
discussions about imperfection of the test materials, and more robust and accurate test data
sets are solicited. Although we are currently working on those test sequences, we expect
that more accurate test sequences with additional information could be available soon. In
our experiment, we have used the MSR test data with the incremental warping equation to
generate LDI.
We have obtained LDI frames from the Ballet and Breakdancers sequences of the MSR
data set by 3-D warping with the given depth images. Using eight color and eight depth
images of each sequence, we perform incremental warping to construct a single LDI frame.
In other words, the first eight color and depth frames of Ballet or Breakdancers sequence
for camera zero are used to generate the first LDI frame; the second 16 images are used to
make the second LDI frame; and so on. After that, those LDI frames are processed in our
proposed MVC framework [7][10].
In Table 2 and Table 3, we have compared the data size between sum of frames of the
test sequence and the generated LDI frame. In each table, sum of frames means that the
summation of eight color and depth images of the test sequence. Because MSR data
contains 100 color and depth images in the format of “bmp” for each camera, we have
converted the format of each image to “yuv 4:2:0” format, which is appropriate for H.264.

Table 2. Comparison of data size for the Ballet sequence
1st 8 Frames

2nd 8 Frames

Sum of frames (color + depth) [Kbytes]

25,165.9

25,165.9

LDI frame generated from 16 images [Kbytes]

14,078.0

14,061.6

Simulcast using H.264 (color + depth) [Kbytes]

134.4

149.5

Table 3. Comparison of data size for the Breakdanders sequence
1st 8 Frames

2nd 8 Frames

Sum of frames (color + depth) [Kbytes]

25,165.9

25,165.9

LDI frame generated from 16 images [Kbytes]

12,726.6

12,689.7

Simulcast using H.264 (color + depth) [Kbytes]

165.9

160.6

4 Conclusion
In this document, we have described the characteristics of the 3DAV test sequences and
preliminary results for multi-view video coding using layered depth image. We can encode
multi-view video sequences with the depth information efficiently using the concept of
LDI. As we described in this document, we have generated LDI frames from natural video
sequences and have seen that our LDI framework has a possibility for efficient coding of
multi-view video data. For the next meeting, we will present more sufficient experimental
results based on our LDI framework.
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